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A low barrier in the reaction pathway between the double Rydberg isomer of OH3
− and a

hydride-water complex indicates that the former species is more difficult to isolate and characterize
through anion photoelectron spectroscopy than the well known double Rydberg anion �DRA�,
tetrahedral NH4

−. Electron propagator calculations of vertical electron detachment energies �VEDEs�
and isosurface plots of the electron localization function disclose that the transition state’s electronic
structure more closely resembles that of the DRA than that of the hydride-water complex. Possible
stabilization of the OH3

− DRA through hydrogen bonding or ion-dipole interactions is examined
through calculations on O2H5

− species. Three O2H5
− minima with H−�H2O�2, hydrogen-bridged, and

DRA-molecule structures resemble previously discovered N2H7
− species and have well separated

VEDEs that may be observable in anion photoelectron spectra. © 2007 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2741558�

INTRODUCTION

In a double Rydberg anion, a closed-shell, molecular cat-
ion binds a pair of diffuse electrons.1–4 The first example to
be observed and characterized1,5,6 was tetrahedral NH4

−, a
species whose existence was anticipated in computational
studies.7,8 The photoelectron spectrum of mass-selected NH4

−

anions exhibits a dominant peak that was assigned to elec-
tron detachment from the anion of a hydride-ammonia
complex.9 However, at lower electron binding energy and
with much lower intensity, certain features occur that were
assigned by experimentalists to a tetrahedral species.1,5,6

These conclusions were confirmed subsequently by ab initio
predictions of a stable tetrahedral minimum with a positive
adiabatic electron detachment energy.10–13 In addition to the
peaks that correspond to vertical transitions, features that
correspond to electron detachment accompanied by vibra-
tional excitation were assigned.14 Accurate electron propaga-
tor calculations of electron binding energies have been an
essential foundation of these assignments and their interpre-
tation in terms of qualitative molecular orbital
concepts.3,4,10,13,15 In electron propagator calculations,16 so-
lutions of the quasiparticle form of the Dyson equation,

� f̂ + �̂��i���i
Dyson�x� = �i�i

Dyson�x� , �1�

where f̂ is the Fock operator and �̂��i� is the energy-
dependent, nonlocal, self-energy operator that describes or-
bital relaxation and electron correlation effects, yield elec-
tron binding energies ��i� and associated Dyson orbitals. The
latter are related to the initial �N electron� and final �N−1
electron� states of photoelectron spectroscopy by

�i
Dyson�x1� = �N� �N�x1,x2,x3, . . . ,xN�

��i,N−1
* �x2,x3, . . . ,xN�dx2dx3 ¯ dxN, �2�

where xk is the space-spin coordinate of electron k, and de-
scribe changes in electronic structure that accompany elec-
tron detachment. Dyson orbitals corresponding to the lowest
vertical electron detachment energy of tetrahedral NH4

− have
been obtained with various approximations for the self-
energy operator. In all of these calculations, the Dyson orbit-
als have the following characteristics:

• they are totally symmetric under all symmetry opera-
tions;

• their largest amplitudes occur outside the hydrogen nu-
clei; and

• they have two radial nodes, one of which is close to the
hydrogen nuclei.3

In the united atom limit, these Dyson orbitals correlate to the
3s orbital of Na−. Geometry optimizations also have estab-
lished that bond lengths in tetrahedral NH4

− are only slightly
longer than those in the uncharged radical. These results im-
ply that two electrons occupy a diffuse, nonbonding orbital
that is delocalized on the periphery of an ammonium core
and provide justification for the concept of a double Rydberg
anion. The Dyson orbital for the lowest vertical electron de-
tachment energy of the hydride-ammonia complex consists
chiefly of s functions on the hydride nucleus.10

Subsequent experimental14 and theoretical15 reports have
considered NnH3n+1

− double Rydberg anions for 1�n�7. For
n=2, tetrahedral NH4

− may interact with an ammonia mol-
ecule by forming a hydrogen bond or an ion-dipole complex.
There is also a more stable isomer in which a hydride coor-
dinates to protons from two ammonia molecules. Aa�Electronic mail: ortiz@auburn.edu
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hydrogen-bridged species has a N2H7
+ core with an asymmet-

ric hydrogen bond between the two nitrogen nuclei and two
diffuse electrons that are localized outside the three N–H
bonds that are vicinal with respect to the bridging proton. In
the ion-dipole complex, the three N–H bonds of the ammo-
nia molecule point toward the tetrahedral NH4

− fragment. The
corresponding Dyson orbital for the lowest vertical electron
detachment energy strongly resembles that of tetrahedral
NH4

−; there is negligible delocalization onto the ammonia
molecule. Assignments of vertical electron detachment ener-
gies and vibrational satellites in the photoelectron spectrum
were also made with the aid of electron propagator calcula-
tions. For n�2, it is likely that low-energy features in more
complex spectra may be assigned to double Rydberg anions
that exhibit multiple hydrogen bonds or ion-dipole interac-
tions.

Many predictions of double Rydberg anions that are
based on elements other than nitrogen have been made on
the basis of two necessary conditions: a positive vertical
electron detachment energy and a positive definite Hessian
matrix �that is, all positive, real harmonic frequencies� at the
optimized geometry.2,3,10–13,17–20 A tetrahedral form of the
isoelectronic anion PH4

−, in addition to a sawhorse isomer
that conforms to valence shell electron pair repulsion theory,
has been predicted.13,18–20 A C3v form of OH3

− was also
predicted.2,3,11–13,17 Dyson orbitals obtained with several self-
energy approximations for the lowest vertical detachment en-
ergy of the C3v form of OH3

− are spread chiefly over regions
that are outside the three O–H bonds and have low ampli-
tudes near the lone pair of the hydronium �H3O+� core.3,17

The deployment of nodes, symmetry properties, and other
features of these Dyson orbitals indicate that the double Ry-
dberg appellation is also appropriate for the C3v form of
OH3

−. A study of NH3R− and OH2R− anions with R=CH3,
NH2, OH, and F substituents for H concluded that stable
double Rydberg forms of NH3CH3

−, NH3NH2
−, NH3OH−, and

OH2CH3
− exist.3

Despite similar predictions3,13 of vibrational frequencies
and vertical electron detachment energies for C3v OH3

− and
tetrahedral NH4

−, no experimental observations of double Ry-
dberg anions with nonhydrogen elements other than nitrogen
have been made. To guide experimentation on oxygen-based
double Rydberg anions, we have performed calculations on
C3v OH3

− and its reaction path to the hydride-water complex.
Results on reaction heats and barriers suggest that this
double Rydberg anion is a delicate species that may be dif-
ficult to prepare and characterize. We therefore examine
complexes between this anion and a water molecule that in-
volve hydrogen bonds and ion-dipole forces with possible
stabilizing effects. Predictions of structures, vibrational fre-
quencies, relative total energies, and electron binding ener-
gies are made on three O2H5

− species that exhibit such inter-
actions.

METHODS

Geometry optimizations on minimum structures and har-
monic frequency determinations were executed at the
QCISD/6-311+ +G�2df ,2p� level.21,22 Intrinsic reaction

coordinate23 calculations and transition state optimizations
were done with the MP2/6-311+ +G�2df ,2p� procedure.
Extra diffuse oxygen sp and hydrogen s functions �with ex-
ponents that are one-third as large as those in �� basis sets�
were added in electron propagator calculations of vertical
electron detachment energies �VEDEs�, pole strengths, and
Dyson orbitals. Several diagonal self-energy approximations
in the Dyson equation were used: second order, third order,
OVGF, and P3.16,24 These calculations were carried out with
GAUSSIAN03.25 The renormalized, nondiagonal BD-T1
approximation16,24,26 was also employed. A modified version
of GAUSSIAN03 �Ref. 25� was used in the latter calculations.
Dyson orbitals were plotted with contour values of 0.025
using GAUSSVIEW3.09. Analysis of the electron localization
function27 that corresponds to the Hartree-Fock electron den-
sity was performed with the TOPMOD �Ref. 28� program
package and with VIS5D �Ref. 29� for visualization.

RESULTS

OH3
− and NH4

− Structures

Figure 1 displays hydride-molecule and double Rydberg
anion �DRA� minima for OH3

− and NH4
−. These structures

agree closely with results of previous reports.3,15 All hydro-
gen nuclei are equivalent in the C3v and Td double Rydberg
minima. For the hydride-molecule structures, there are minor
distortions of the molecular fragments with respect to the
isolated C2v and C3v minima of water and ammonia. Sym-
metric bonding arrangements in which the hydride anion is
equidistant from two or more of the molecules’ hydrogen
nuclei are transition states.

Hydride elimination pathways for OH3
− and NH4

−

The reaction path that connects the H−�H2O� and C3v
double Rydberg structures of OH3

− passes through a transi-
tion state that lies only 0.22 eV above the latter minimum.
Figure 2 shows energy profiles for this pathway and its pre-
viously studied counterpart4 for NH4

−, where the barrier to
dissociation from tetrahedral NH4

− to H−�NH3� is signifi-
cantly larger, 0.7 eV. In both cases, elongation of a single
bond occurs such that a plane �for OH3

−� or the C3 axis of
symmetry �for NH4

−� is preserved until the transition state is
traversed. In the later stages of each pathway, the emerging
hydride anion coordinates to a proton of the product mol-

FIG. 1. Hydride-molecule and double Rydberg anion �DRA� structures of
NH4

− and OH3
−.
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ecule. The elimination of H− from a double Rydberg anion is
more exothermic for OH3

−, where 	E=−1.73 eV, than for
NH4

−, where 	E=−0.48 eV.
To characterize the electronic structure of the geometries

that lie along the pathway, VEDEs have been calculated.
Table I shows a series of VEDEs and pole strengths pi, which
are defined by

pi =� ��i
Dyson�x��2dx . �3�

�The closer a pole strength comes to unity, the more reliable
the diagonal self-energy approximations become.� Because
of the decline of some of the pole strengths below 0.8 near
the transition state, only the nondiagonal self-energy of the
BD-T1 method is a suitable approximation. From the double

Rydberg minimum to the transition state, the VEDE de-
creases by 0.2 eV. After the transition state, a steady increase
of the VEDEs toward the hydride-water limit takes place and
pole strengths also become larger. Trends in pole strengths
indicate that correlation effects have their greatest qualitative
importance near the transition state.

Another characterization tool is provided by the electron
localization function �ELF�. In Fig. 3, blue, green, and red
surfaces represent lone pairs, bond pairs, and Rydberg pairs
of electrons, respectively. For the double Rydberg anions
�column DRA�, the Rydberg electron pair is delocalized and
lies outside the bonding regions of the corresponding cat-
ionic cores �OH3

+ and NH4
+�. There are no lone pairs for NH4

−.
In the hydride-molecule column’s two structures, each hy-
dride’s electrons are sufficiently close to a nearby proton to

FIG. 2. Reaction profiles for hydrogen elimination from �a� OH3
− and �b� NH4

−. Energy is in au.
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be classified as a bond pair. The ELF’s assessments of the
two transition states differ qualitatively. Whereas the NH4

−

transition state �TS column� has a bond pair basin that re-
sembles the hydride-centered pair of the hydride-ammonia
complex, the Rydberg electron pair remains present in the
OH3

− transition state. The latter characterization is compatible
with the low-energy barrier and enhanced exothermicity for
hydride elimination that is typical of a so-called early tran-
sition state. The relatively late transition state of the NH4

−

case bears a stronger resemblance to its anion-molecule
product.

O2H5
− and N2H7

− structures

A comparison of O2H5
− and N2H7

− minima is shown in
Fig. 4. Results for the latter anion are in agreement with
those that have been published recently.15 A hydride anion
coordinated to slightly elongated O–H or N–H bonds from

two molecules is found in each of the structures of column
A. Asymmetric hydrogen bridges connect the nonhydrogen
nuclei in the next column. Double Rydberg anions are coor-
dinated to molecules in the minima of column C. Corre-
sponding structures of O2H5 and O2H5

+ are found in the last
two rows. Details of the O2H5

− structures are listed in Table
II. The vibrational frequencies of Table III indicate that all
three O2H5

− structures are minima, but only the hydrogen-
bridged geometry of O2H5 has the same property of stability.

The hydrogen-bridged O2H5
− structure is about 2.3 eV

less stable than the H−�H2O�2 minimum. In the former struc-
ture, the bridging H3 nucleus has an elongated distance,
1.05 Å, from O1 and a separation of 1.47 Å from O2. This
asymmetric geometry resembles that of the corresponding
hydrogen-bridged cation, O2H5

+, which is generally consid-
ered to have a hydrogen bond between OH3

+ and H2O frag-
ments. A noteworthy difference between the cationic and an-
ionic structures is the reorientation of the H1 and H2 nuclei

TABLE I. VEDEs �eV� along the reaction path of OH3
−. Pole strengths are in parentheses.

KT Second order Third order OVGF P3 BD-T1

DRA 0.31 0.58 �0.89� 0.46 �0.84� 0.39 �0.76� 0.50 �0.85� 0.50 �0.86�
2 0.33 0.60 �0.88� 0.47 �0.84� 0.40 �0.77� 0.51 �0.84� 0.50 �0.86�

TS 0.39 0.43 �0.83� 0.32 �0.78� 0.29 �0.75� 0.32 �0.79� 0.33 �0.77�
4 0.51 0.01 �0.79� 0.17 �0.75� 0.20 �0.75� −0.05 �0.78� 0.26 �0.72�
5 0.70 0.10 �0.79� 0.27 �0.81� 0.32 �0.80� −0.06 �0.83� 0.37 �0.72�
6 0.96 0.13 �0.82� 0.50 �0.85� 0.56 �0.85� 0.18 �0.86� 0.54 �0.75�
7 1.23 0.47 �0.84� 0.76 �0.88� 0.84 �0.87� 0.49 �0.88� 0.76 �0.79�
8 1.49 0.80 �0.86� 1.02 �0.88� 1.11 �0.88� 0.79 �0.89� 1.00 �0.82�
9 1.71 1.08 �0.87� 1.24 �0.89� 1.34 �0.89� 1.04 �0.90� 1.21 �0.83�

10 1.85 1.27 �0.88� 1.39 �0.89� 1.49 �0.89� 1.21 �0.90� 1.36 �0.84�
11 1.91 1.33 �0.88� 1.44 �0.89� 1.49 �0.89� 1.27 �0.90� 1.41 �0.85�
12 1.92 1.35 �0.88� 1.46 �0.89� 1.51 �0.89� 1.29 �0.90� 1.43 �0.85�
13 1.97 1.40 �0.88� 1.54 �0.90� 1.58 �0.90� 1.36 �0.90� 1.50 �0.86�
14 2.05 1.46 �0.89� 1.65 �0.91� 1.71 �0.91� 1.46 �0.91� 1.60 �0.87�

Ionic 2.06 1.47 �0.89� 1.68 �0.91� 1.73 �0.91� 1.48 �0.91� 1.62 �0.87�

FIG. 3. �Color� ELF analysis of double Rydberg anion
�DRA�, transition state �TS�, and hydride-molecule
structures for OH3

− and NH4
−.
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which is effected by a rotation of the OH3 fragment about the
hydrogen-bridge axis. The uncharged radical’s structure
more closely resembles that of the anion, whereas the OH3

−

fragment forms a hydrogen bridge with the neighboring wa-
ter molecule in the structure of column B. It orients all three
of its hydrogens toward the positive end of the water mol-
ecule’s dipole moment in column C. This anion-molecule
complex is only 0.07 eV less stable than the bridged isomer
and has a markedly greater distance between the oxygen
nuclei.

O2H5
− vertical electron detachment energies

For all three O2H5
− minima, vertical electron detachment

energies and corresponding Dyson orbitals are displayed in
Table IV. In addition to results obtained with various elec-
tron propagator approximations, uncorrelated, frozen-orbital
values that are based on Koopmans’s theorem �KT� are
listed. By far the largest VEDE belongs to the H−�H2O�2

complex. Relaxation and correlation corrections to KT re-
sults amount to several tenths of an eV. Pole strengths are

FIG. 4. Optimized structures for
N2H7

−, O2H5
−, O2H5, and O2H5

+.

TABLE II. QCISD optimized geometries and total energies for O2H5
− including Zero-point energy corrections.
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above 0.9 for the diagonal self-energy �2, 3, OVGF, and P3�
approximations and thereby confirm the qualitative validity
of the Koopmans description. The most advanced approxi-
mation, BD-T1, obtains a VEDE of approximately 2.36 eV,
a pole strength of 0.89, and a Dyson orbital localized on the
hydride’s nucleus that confirms the results of the simpler
methods. Given the higher stability of this isomer, a peak
near 2.4 eV can be expected to dominate the photoelectron
spectrum of O2H5

−. In the Dyson orbital for the VEDE, only
a little delocalization from the hydride anion to the vicinity
of O–H bonds occurs.

In the hydrogen-bridged anion, there is fairly close
agreement in the VEDE predictions of the propagator meth-
ods. The KT prediction is markedly lower. A pole strength of
only 0.7 for the OVGF calculation makes the corresponding
VEDE prediction unusable. Agreement between the BD-T1
results and those of the other diagonal self-energy methods
�2, 3, and P3� is good. The Dyson orbital’s amplitudes are
largest near the two, nonbridging OH3

− hydrogens, H1 and
H2. There is considerable delocalization to regions near the
water molecule’s protons, H4 and H5.

Approximately 0.3 eV separates the predicted VEDEs of
the hydrogen-bridged structure and the double Rydberg
anion-molecule complex. The more stable of these two iso-
mers has the smaller VEDE. Relaxation and correlation cor-
rections to KT results are also substantial in the NH4

−�NH3�
species. BD-T1 calculations are in good agreement with sec-
ond order, third order, and P3 predictions. In the correspond-
ing Dyson orbital, the largest amplitudes occur outside the
three O–H bonds of the OH3

− fragment. There is negligible
delocalization onto the coordinated water molecule. This
Dyson orbital closely resembles its counterpart for the VEDE
of free OH3

−.
Between the predicted VEDEs of the double Rydberg

anion-molecule complex and the hydrogen-bridged double
Rydberg anion lies the value that pertains to the OH3

− double
Rydberg anion �see Table I�. Coordination of the water mol-
ecule increases the VEDE by 0.2 eV. The hydrogen-bridged
double Rydberg anion’s VEDE differs from that of double
Rydberg OH3

− by a few hundredths of an eV. A similar order-
ing is obtained for the VEDEs of the NH4

−�NH3�, NH4
−, and

hydrogen-bridged N2H7
− double Rydberg anions.15

DISCUSSION

NH4
− versus OH3

−

Tetrahedral NH4
− and C3v OH3

− are stable minima in their
potential energy surfaces and have VEDEs that lie within
0.1 eV of each other. Given the repeated observation and
extensive characterization of the former anion, some consid-
eration should be given to the possibility of preparing and
spectroscopically interrogating the latter anion. Comparison
of the barriers and reaction energies of Fig. 2 shows the
reason why OH3

− may be considerably more difficult to iso-
late. Relatively small changes in electronic structure accom-
pany the transformation of the OH3

− double Rydberg anion
into a transition state than is seen in the NH4

− case. To extend
the double Rydberg concept to oxygen-containing species,
stabilization of C3v OH3

− by hydrogen bonding or by ion-
dipole intermolecular interactions should be considered.

TABLE III. O2H5
− and O2H5 vibrational frequencies �cm−1�.

Complex A Radical Anion


1 19.013i 76.804

2 17.872 98.671

3 63.714 388.628

4 127.108 418.386

5 150.676 472.156

Complex B Radical Anion

1 19.624 31.198

2 219.828 271.598

3 277.555 355.758

4 354.506 403.516

5 579.211 653.722

Complex C Radical Anion

1 57.280i 35.255

2 20.764i 57.639

3 29.246 61.061

4 54.822 90.352

5 70.339 154.350

TABLE IV. O2H5
− Dyson orbitals and VEDEs �eV�. Pole strengths are in parentheses.
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O2H5
− versus N2H7

−

The photoelectron spectrum of N2H7
− displays large

peaks that may be assigned to electron detachment from the
hydride of a H−�NH3�2 complex. In addition, at smaller elec-
tron binding energies are peaks that have been assigned to a
hydrogen-bridged double Rydberg anion and to an ion-
molecule complex composed of tetrahedral NH4

− and an am-
monia molecule. All three of these structures have an
oxygen-containing analog. As in the nitrogen-containing
case, the most stable species has a hydride that is coordinated
to two molecules via attractions to their protons. Hydrogen-
bridged O2H5

− has discernible OH3
− and H2O fragments. The

same two fragments, bound to each other not by a hydrogen
bond but by an anion-dipole interaction, are also present in
the least stable species.

The two double Rydberg isomers of N2H7
− have VEDEs

that bracket that of tetrahedral NH4
−. The same bracketing

takes place for the double Rydberg structures of O2H5
− with

respect to the predicted OH3
− VEDE. Dyson orbitals for

VEDEs of the hydrogen-bridged N2H7
− and O2H5

− species are
delocalized outside the nonbridging bonds of the double Ry-
dberg anion fragment. For the double Rydberg anion-
molecule complexes, the Dyson orbitals are localized on the
anion and strongly resemble their counterparts for the free
double Rydberg anions. The nearby molecule’s dipole mo-
ment is chiefly responsible for the increased VEDE of the
anion-complex versus that of the isolated double Rydberg
anion.

CONCLUSIONS

The C3v double Rydberg anion OH3
−, despite its robust

vibrational frequencies and vertical electron detachment en-
ergies, has a smaller barrier and a larger reaction heat for
formation of a hydride-molecule complex than does tetrahe-
dral NH4

−. Therefore, it is probably more difficult to isolate
and characterize the former double Rydberg anion than the
latter with mass spectrometry and photoelectron spectros-
copy. Calculations of vertical electron detachment energies
and analysis of the electron localization function disclose
that, in contrast to the NH4

− case, relatively minor changes in
electronic structure occur between the double Rydberg anion
and the transition state that leads to hydride elimination.

In O2H5
−, the C3v OH3

− anion may engage a water mol-
ecule through a hydrogen bond or it may form an ion-dipole
complex with H2O. Both of these structures are less stable
than a complex which may be represented as H−�H2O�2,
where a hydride is coordinated to protons from two water
molecules. Predictions of the vertical electron detachment
energies of these species are 2.36 eV for H−�H2O�2, 0.48 eV

for hydrogen-bridged O2H5
−, and 0.74 eV for ion-dipole

OH3
−�H2O�. These values may be compared with 0.50 eV for

C3v OH3
− and 1.62 eV for H−�H2O�. Electron propagator

methods that are comparable in accuracy to those that suc-
cessfully predicted the VEDEs of the three corresponding
N2H7

− isomers have been used.
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